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WITCHHAZEL WALK

HARLAN – A former Harlan Community High
School student helped design the landscape of a portion of
Iowa State University’s campus this past spring, a project
that was part of Iowa State’s Arbor Day.
Katrina Knudsen, now a graduate assistant in the
Horticulture Department at ISU and a 2012 graduate of
HCHS, is a member of the Graduate Student Horticulure Society
Katrina Knud(GSHS), and helped design Witch- sen, a 2012 Harlan
hazel Walk between Horticulture
Community
High
Hall and Osborn Drive.
School graduate and
The project for Arbor Day also current graduate ascorresponded with Iowa State’s
sistant in the Departfirst-year celebration as a Tree
ment of Horticulture
Campus USA designee.
at Iowa State Univer“The original thought was that sity, helped design
the Graduate Student Horticulture this new planting
Society just wanted to spruce up
scheme near Hortithe two beds outside of the Horti- culture Hall at ISU.
culture Hall, and once we started
(Photos contributed
approaching Facilities Planning
and Management on campus, they
suggested that the whole corridor be
done.”
Preliminary planning meetings
were held in February, and Knudsen
and the GSHS presented the proposal
to Facilities Planning and Management.
“I was nervous that it was going
to be a pretty big chunk of landscape
that a lot of people see and walk by
every day, but also excited that I was
going to be able to do something on
campus that was going to be there, and
that would hopefully last a long time,”
Knudsen said.
“After meeting with the facilities,
planning and management on campus,
we decided that the whole corridor
from Osborn Drive past Hort Hall
should all be re-designed as a whole,”
Knudsen said.
Witchhazels became the feature
plant in the design, thus the area was
dubbed Witchhazel Walk. The plants
bloom in late October and early November, providing color against the white
snow that comes soon thereafter.
Two trees and a total of 75 shrubs
were planted, along with 300 perennials.
All were planted as part of the Arbor
Day celebration in the spring. Upwards
of 50 graduate and undergraduate students from the Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture were in
the planting days.

Knudsen please see next page

In Harlan on Tuesday -

Inland Sea makes investment
pitches at six Iowa cities
by Alan Mores - co-publisher

HARLAN – An Ames, IA-based firm who has
plans to develop a salmon production facility in
Harlan offered nearly 30 area investors and residents an inside look at their business plan as well
as an opportunity to be a ground-floor investor in
the project.
The Tuesday meeting at the Therkildsen Center was one of six held across
Iowa allowing the company to tell their story of what could be Iowa’s third
inland fish operation.
The company is seeking investors with a net worth of at least $1 million,
or an income of $200,000 for each of the past two years, or a $300,000 combined income, if married. Minimum investment is $50,000 with additional
investor units sold in $5,000 increments.
Equity Drive
“This equity drive offers the opportunity for investment in a project to
produce protein on a large scale using the very latest technology along with
Iowa’s assets of abundant water and energy, efficient transportation networks and a skilled workforce,” company chairman Kevin Kimle said. “We
are looking for salmon lovers who want to help us bring what they love
here.”
The current U.S. market salmon demand equals 700 million pounds with
70 percent of the product being consumed in restaurants.
Inland-Sea is developing here what will be a largest recirculating aquaculture system (RAS), based off a Danish model, in the U.S. and bring with
it up to 18 positions.
There are eight similar plants in Europe, each with their production already spoken for as demand for salmon increases across the world, while
ocean-based production in Norway and Chile continues to decrease due to
disease, rising ocean temperatures and ocean algae blooms.
What makes the Harlan site unique is it would be producing higher Sushigrade salmon that is sought out around the world, and that likely their product could be consumed in a 150-mile radius of Harlan.
The Harlan plant would have a highly controlled bio-secure water environment with salmon growing from eggs harvested from the Icelandic firm
to full size 10-12 lb. salmon. The plant is estimated to produce upwards of
5.3 million pounds of high quality salmon annually with projected yearly
revenue estimated at $16 million to $23 million at its two-acre production
plant to be located in the Western Ventures Business Park, south of Harlan
on Hwy 59, along with Monogram Foods.

Inland Sea please see next page
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IRWIN - “We must remember these American Heroes and speak
their names when we see their family members. We can never forget
those who sacrificed everything for our freedom,” said Bill Williams,
co-creator of the memorial.
“While this memorial is about those who have died, it was created for
the living to help the families in their grief, while reminding the rest of
us of the terrible price paid for our freedom by our current generation
of military.”
A very emotional memorial, “Remembering Our Fallen,” is a stark
reminder of the ultimate sacrifice made by soldiers from Iowa killed in
The War on Terror while wearing our country’s uniform in a war zone.
The photo memorial, which includes military and personal photos of
each of Iowa’s Fallen, is traveling throughout the state and will be coming to the Greenridge Steam and Gas Engine Antique Show in Irwin.

This memorial, and 17 other state memorials representing half of our
country’s fallen since 9/11/01, have been created by Patriotic Productions,
a non-profit organization headquartered in Omaha. The goal is to complete a memorial for every state. More information at: RememberingOurFallen.org or PatrioticProductions.org.
“Remembering Our Fallen” will be on display 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on September 17 and 18 at the Greenridge Steam and Gas Engine Antique Show,
Irwin. A short presentation to honor all Veterans and those currently serving will be held each day at 2:30 p.m.
Gate admittance for the Greenridge Steam Show is $5 and free for children 6 and under. The button is good for both days. The financial sponsor
of the memorial is Bellevue University, a private, non-profit University in
Bellevue, NE.
For more information about the Greenridge event see their ad on page
2 of today’s paper.

